
* Hangtag from 1.000 pieces in custom color

100% RECYCLED

Plastic is destroying our marine life like never before. SEAQUAL
INITIATIVE in collaboration with NGOs, fishermen and local
communities, is helping to clean our oceans of Marine Litter.
This SeaTowel is made with SEAQUAL® YARN containing
Upcycled Marine Plastic and supports SEAQUAL INITIATIVE. This
combination of Upcycled Marine Plastic with recycled cotton
makes these beautiful 100% recycled towels. www.seatowel.eu

Ocean clean wash
We donate 5% of the profit to the Plastic soup foundation (PSF).
The PSF wants to reduce the amount of microplastics in the sea
and you can help. With small changes in your washing habits you
can reduce the numbers of fibers you shed.Fill up your washing
machine to the max and dry spin on low revs. Use washing
liquid instead of powder and use fabric softener. Wash at low
temperature and avoid long washing. www.oceancleanwash.org
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■ MOQ 500 pieces
■ 100% recycled PET
■ In own PMS
■ All-over print possible

For each bag
€0,05 goes to the

Plastic Soup Foundation.



BottleBag Fashion
The BottleBag Fashion was developed to draw the attention of the 
fashion industry. Especially in this industry the single use of 
polyester fabrics by large corporations like large fashion 
multinationals are a common fact. Their clothing is not durable: 
merely a trend for some months. BottleBag Fashion can also be 
printed in full colour. If you provide a photo we can print it on the 
BottleBag Fashion by sublimation technique. Even the handles 
can be printed. The BottleBag Fashion is made out of strong 300D 
rPET polyester fibre and is made out of eight PET bottles. It’s 
possible to print the bag in one colour, PMS, all over print or full 
colour sublimation. The BottleBag Fashion contains two handles 
at the top making it easy to carry around the shoulder. The size of 
the bag is 40 x 54 cm and the weight of the bag is 95 grams.





BottleBeanie
The BottleBeanie is a beanie,
which is made out of durable
materials. The material is 100%
recycled PET.

You are able to customize the
beanie in variable ways.



BottleSweater
The BottleSweater is a knitted
sweater made of high quality
recycled materials. The unisex
sweater is 100% recycled PET.
Standard available sizes are S, M, L,
XL and XXL. Other sizes on request.
Delivered with a full colour printed
carelabel in a biodegradable
polybag with size sticker.

• Including full color printed
carelabel and biodegradable
polybag with sticker

• Unisex model
• Up to 6 colors per design


